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Mad Wrench Custom Cycles
Here is a short story of something working out for the best. We had
set aside the cover for another custom bike builder, but never got
together with the pics and story due to him being very busy. So two
days before press we were scrambling for another cover. Well I have
had another bike in the back of my mind for along time, and was fortunate enough to get hold of the builders, and put something together. The
guys at Mad Wrench sent me a different picture for the cover with the
rest being taken at the rally.
I first seen the Punisher at the Milwaukee Rally and was very
impressed with it’s looks. Here’s a little about Mad Wrench. Thanks for
the help brothers.

Mad Wrench Custom Cycles is celebrating it's 10th year in business, but it is
only in the past 3 years it has come into it's own.
What started as a full service Harley Davidson after market shop soon gained
national recognition for custom bike building, then became famous for building
single sided swing-arm bikes. Mad Wrench has built some of the most radical
custom bikes for athletes, entertainers, professionals, and working class individuals across the nation. The only element lacking in their quest to provide their
customers with a totally proprietary style was their own frame.
This problem was overcome with the introduction of the Wrench's custom
frames, all manufactured at their facility located in Tampa. Mad Wrench has
quickly become Florida's largest custom frame manufacturer producing three
totally different yet distinctly related frames. The Phat Daddy (rigid) Heavy
Hitter (softail) and Big Pappa (single sided swingarm softail) that are all available in 240mm - 300mm tire configurations have thrust the Wrench into the
national spotlight as a custom frame builder. The frames all share 1 3/4' back
bones and single arched downtubes. The remainder of the frame is 1 ½" .120
Dom tubing entirely Tig Welder.
Other shared features include, ½" integrated tranny plates, seven gusset choices, any stretch or rake, 1" axle and oversized oil tanks. The rigids feature a six
quart oil tank which is the industries largest and allows you to install the biggest
motors available in the most severe climate with peace of mind. All frames built
at Mad Wrench feature the signature LED light built into the axle blocks which
are the least obtrusive and maintenance free yet 50 states legal and safety conscious.
Mad Wrench has come a long way since it's inception a decade ago, yet continues to Evolve to maintain it's place on this cutting edge of the industry. So
whether you're a customer who wants to build your own bike and wants the best
platform available to start your project, or you are a discriminating biker who
wants the most state of the art chopper, Mad Wrench Custom Cycle can meet
your needs. Mad Wrench has frames starting at $2,300.00 and complete custom
builds from $50,000.00 for further information call 813248-4443 or visit www.thewrenchonline.com

